
I could not be more excited if I tried.  Today, I managed to find and purchase
a squeeze vest on line.  A not so fun side effect of having come into this life
extrasensory is that I have sensory integration disorder.  Many people who
struggle with Autism and Asperger’s have sensory integration disorder. 
Pressure (especially around the chest area), calms the nervous systems of
people who struggle with sensory overload.  It’s reduces stress and helps the
nervous system cope with sensory overstimulation.  This is the foundation of
pressure therapy.  Throughout my life, if I was having a panic attack or was
over stimulated in some other way, I would have to lie down and solicit my
family or friends to put pressure on my chest.  It’s a routine practice in my
day-to-day life.  A squeeze vest is an inflatable vest designed for people who
have difficulty processing sensory information and are thus over stimulated. 
It is on its way from over seas.  I can’t wait to try it.  The idea that I could wake
up and put a vest on that would calm my nervous system down, is like
heaven to me.
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People often ask me how I see the world (given my abnormal perceptions). 
  It is always hard to answer that question because I have a limited idea about
how other people see.  That's part of the beauty of individual perspective.
 You and I could be calling the exact same color yellow when in reality we are
seeing drastically different colors but calling it by the same name.  I did not
figure out until I was in elementary school that other people were not seeing
the same things that I was seeing.  My parents were alarmed by my
hypersensitivity and took me to doctors.  But those doctors did not see my
extrasensory talents as talents, they saw them as disorders. I was diagnosed
with sensory integration disorder (both sensory over sensitivity and sensory
modulation disorder).  And it was not until I was 24 years old that I began
talking to people to try to actually decipher what I perceive that is different
from how/what other people perceive.  I figured it would make for an
interesting blog post.  Here is (to my current standing) what I perceive that is
unlike how others perceive…
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I see everything, not as if it is a solid object but as if it is a "vibration".  The amplitude and

frequency of energy, is what determines how (in what form) that energy will express itself.

 Everything in the universe is made of moving energy (what I call vibration).  And everything

that vibrates imparts or impacts information. This "vibration" is what determines in what form

energy will manifest. Physical things are just expressions, so solid objects are more or less an

illusion that I do not have.

1. 

I see Auras, which are thought forms both transmitting and receiving information to and from

the physical structure they are associated with (such as a body).  To me, an aura exhibits

shapes, colors, textures, hues, sounds, patterns and emanates light.  Any or all of these

characteristics of an aura tell me valuable information about the physical person or thing the

aura is associated with.  They can at times tell me a nearly complete story of who you are.  An

aura will respond to a thought and change its characteristics to match that thought.  They are

also highly receptive to interaction, so I can use my own energetic field to manipulate the

energy fields of others to help them to heal (like practitioners of Reiki are taught to do).

 Energy fields are as easy to feel for me with my hands as water is to most people.

2. 

I see thought forms. Which are thoughts that have enough inherent energy that they have

become a configuration, shape or visual appearance and may manifest in a non-static way.

There are traditionally three types of thought forms: #1. Energy, which takes the image of the

thinker, #2. Energy that takes the image of a material object, and #3. Energy that takes a form

entirely its own, expressing its qualities in the matter which it draws round it. So, I can see

and interact and communicate with “Entities” (what you call ghosts), “Guides”, “Angels”. It is

also due to this ability that I can and have acted as a “spirit medium”.

3. 
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I can see life paths.  This basically means I can see the future.  But future is not decided.

 What I am seeing is what outcome is a match to the current state (which doesn’t often

change, because thought patterns are habitual). Information present within energy in its

potential state expresses itself based on thought/intention, which is a preliminary thing to

physical structure.  So, if a person were able to change their thoughts, their entire physical

reality would shift and so would their “future”.  Because of this, I often see and emotionally

feel collective future as well.  I have prophetic visions and dreams.  In my past I have had

trouble with this, even to the point of having seizures in the days leading up to a natural

disaster, man made catastrophe or a war.

4. 

I have a hyper sensitive sense of hearing.  For example, I can hear tectonic plates moving.

 I’m sure you’re a familiar with how the tide is pulled by the gravity of the moon.  What

people don’t understand is that the gravity of the moon affects everything, not just water, it

pulls at the earth too, and I can hear it.  Full moons are very, very loud to me.  I hate the

sound of cotton balls (a sound I gather many people can’t hear).  People talking in other

rooms, which would be inaudible to many, is not inaudible to me.  I have hearing that is able

to pick up the extremely high frequency of thought forms so I have clairaudience. In other

words I can hear thought forms.

5. 

I do not see negative space (what many people call air).  Instead, everything looks like

energy with no spaces in between.  Every energy field bleeds into every other energy field

creating one huge existence of inter-being.  And because of this, I perceive how everything

that is, effects everything else that is. Metaphorically, a pebble dropped into this energy that

makes up all that is would create ripples that affected the entire field.  The only reason

humans seldom consciously perceive it that way is because sensory organs (like sight and

taste and touch) give people the impression of objects being solid and finite with a boundary

of separation between them and other things.

6. 

To most people, skin is a finite boundary where the body stops. To me, the skin is a certain

point of density within the energy that is making up a human.  I can see impressions of what

is below the skin.  So, when I meet a person, I am able to see their bones, organs, nerves,

veins etc. I am also able to see the energy channels within a body (which have been labeled

by some as chakras and meridians). So, I can see where a person’s energy is not flowing

properly and what physical ailments they have. I can also often see the vibration that is

leading to the “WHY” they have the particular energy blockage or physical ailment.

7. 

I astral plane very easily and instantaneously.  I used to have the problem of doing this

spontaneously.  I had no control of it at first.  To “astral plane” is the act of consciously or

subconsciously shifting consciousness from the perception of physical to the perception of

non physical which is unlimited by distance and time.  Because of this, I am sometimes able

to practice remote viewing.

8. 

I have an open and conscious connection to my higher self.  I did not lose awareness of this

connection or ability to communicate with my higher self during childhood (even when I

chose to ignore it).  Because of this, I did not lose memory of what WAS before I came into

this life and what WILL BE upon death. I came into this life endowed with objective universal

9. 
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truth, much of which certain subjective, individual truths are in direct opposition of.

If I calm my mind, I have access to the Akashic record.  The Akashic record is the totality of

information about all that ever was and is, which is encoded in the non-physical plane of

existence, also referred to as the mind of god. It is a collection of unlimited information,

which can be accessed from the state of Source-like consciousness such as when one is in

meditation, while astral planning or under hypnosis.  Accessing the Akashic record allows for

omniscience.  This means I (depending on my state) have accurate awareness of past lives.  It

is a form of retro cognition.

10. 

I can perceive these same things I perceive with humans, with animals as well. So, I can

commune with animals and the direct physical language barrier does not prohibit

connection or understanding.

11. 

I have Synaesthesia.  A neurologically-based condition in which stimulation of one sensory or

cognitive pathway leads to automatic, involuntary experiences in a second sensory or

cognitive pathway.

12. 

I see thoughts.  Thoughts come across as recognizable geometric patterns that once they

originate, are fed by the stream of consciousness that most people call a “soul”, into the

physical body.  Because of this, I can see what thoughts are causing chronic patterns of

disease within the body.  It also makes me adept at doing shadow work.  I can see thoughts

that are “subconscious”, and this means I can help people to see aspects of their mind that

they are unaware of or have forgotten.

13. 

People often say that they wish they had my “abilities”.  But throughout my
life, I’ve maintained the sentiment that I would not wish my abilities on my
worst enemy.  This is a difficult world to live in when you have no filters. 
Imagine trying to have a romantic relationship with someone, when you can
visually see their thoughts.  Every person on earth has disturbing thoughts;
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thoughts that could really hurt other people if they were privied to them. 
Just think about some of the things that go through your mind when you’re
in a social setting.  Imagine trying to make a phone call and having entities in
the area tap into the signal or electric current.  It takes two minutes before I’m
hearing so any conversations at once that I can’t decide who I’m supposed to
be listening to.  Imagine seeing the impressions of fatal car accidents left
along the highways.  Imagine receiving all of this information (listed above) at
once from every person who comes into contact with you.  Now imagine
standing in a crowded room, like a subway station and receiving it from
everyone in the building.  I could go on forever with example upon example
about the ramifications of coming into this life like I did.  The good thing
though is that my choice to come in this way is positively affecting many
people now.  I believe now that my extrasensory perspective can help
people to live happier and more fulfilling lives.  And so now, on my good
days, I can see the potential lemonade in the lemons.
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KKiieellbbaassaa  JJoohhaannsseenn
Posted April 16 (edited) · Report

Thank you Tea!l :) Another dynamic which I'm confident you are thoroughly familiar with

is how people are shocked or "triggered" into non-response, skepticism, or fear by the

surreal capabilities you possess & innovative views you express.  ( I can't share much of

myself either.. at a lesser level)

Of course, at this point for you much of this shock 'n' awe may be seen in more of a

remote way or indirect way like..

TThhee  aappppaalllliinngg  ffaacctt  tthhaatt  NNOO  OONNEE  hhaass  yyeett  ccoommmmeenntteedd  oonn  tthhiiss  ttrreemmeennddoouussllyy  aauutthheennttiicc

&&  AAMMAAZZIINNGG  bblloogg  ooff  yyoouurrss!!   They just run way and hide when things get seriously

"paranormal" - ha-ha

Not me.   (What IS actually scary is your sleek beauty, tho!  )

Thanks for sharing. :muahh!: Love, Kiel 

 

EEddiitteedd  AApprriill  1166  bbyy  KKiieellbbaassaa  JJoohhaannsseenn

SSccoott
Posted April 17 · Report

Hi Teal
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I have been trying to see auras and I can see a "brightness" or a "presence" around

people and objects but no discernible patterns or useful information.   So far I cannot

reproduce your ability to see useful information.      

Once a long time ago I was out on a date with a girl.  We were talking and I got the

impression that a sensation went up her spine.  Of course I couldn't see it or feel it  but I

definitely had the impression that she felt "energy" rush up her spine.  I am reluctant to

say for certain that she experienced kundalini energy rushing up her sushumna channel

but that would be consistent with the descriptions I have read. 

I am trying to say as politely as possible that I am skeptical but I would love it if your

abilities could  be proven.   I would love if you could arrange of a mutually satisfying test

with the James Randi organization and win the James Randi million dollar prize!

AAddrriiaann
Posted April 21 (edited) · Report

Thank You. A  very amazing post Teal and thank you so much for all the wonderful

reminders of what a beautiful person you are and such an open and honest strong

person you are. truly thank you for sharing and reminding  us to focus more and to always

be aware of the truth rather than succumb to the illusion.

I actually have a question. A friend of mine says next week is the beginning of true

catastrophe in a physical sense related to ww3. do you feel this to be true?

 

EEddiitteedd  AApprriill  2211  bbyy  AAddrriiaann

KKiieellbbaassaa  JJoohhaannsseenn
Posted June 3 · Report

@Scot  [" We were talking and I got the impression that a sensation went up her spine.
 Of course I couldn't see it or feel it  but I definitely had the impression that she felt
"energy" rush up her spine. "]

I THINK(?) you were being serious here and not sarcastic. If so.. well.. that's a rather

interesting event,,  ssiinnccee  iitt  vveerryy  wweellll  ccoouulldd  mmeeaann  tthhee  llaaddyy  mmaayy  hhaavvee  bbeeeenn  yyoouurr  ttwwiinn--

ssoouull//flflaammee..   Spontaneous, energetic "activations" would be one of the more unique and

glaring symptoms of interacting with your twin-flame. It can even happen just talking over
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the phone before ever meeting him/her. Connecting or meeting your twin-flame is a

huge spiritual event. However, due to varying emotional error accrued from the

experience of your different paths up to that point, TFs may not be attracted to each

other or may pose excessive challenge to other that prevents (re)union.  The TF

phenomenom is actually real.. even though most people who get into it are just into

relationships, dating,a nd love and have no real idea of the true spiritual depth of the

topic.

[" I would love if you could arrange of a mutually satisfying test with the James Randi
organization and win the James Randi million dollar prize! "]

TThhiiss  iiss  nnoott  aa  tthhoouugghhtt  yyoouu''llll  eevveerr  wwaanntt  ttoo  hhaavvee  aaggaaiinn..  JJaammeess  RRaannddii  iiss  ssiimmppllyy

ddeepplloorraabbllee  aanndd  tthheerree  iiss  NNOO  vvaalliidd  wwaayy  ttoo  oovveerrccoommee  hhiiss  sskkeeppttiicciissmm  aanndd  wwiinn  tthhaatt

pprriizzee.. Committed internal belief is NOT altered my external events like that - especially

when they are presented upfront as a challenge to them. Plus, the VERY WORST thing

you can be is a skeptic...which is  a stultifying and limiting and paralyzing life viewpoint to

wield.  NNoott  bbeelliieevviinngg  ootthheerrss  iiss  oonnee  ooff  tthhee  mmoosstt  ffoooolliisshh  ppoossiittiioonnss  aa  hhuummaann  ccaann  eevveerr

ttaakkee....  aass  tthhee  ssoouull  iinnssiiddee  tthhaatt  ppeerrssoonn  iiss  jjuusstt  lliikkee  yyoouu..  IItt  iiss  ttaannttaammoouunntt  ttoo  nnoott  bbeelliieevviinngg

yyoouurrsseellff..

From a higher spiritual perspective Randi has done a great job playing his role as a

leading skeptic. Kudos to him for that. Although he represents a point on the journey for

many, its not a point you really ever want to be at..since it is a DEAD-END within the maze

of life that one MANDATORILY has to turn around from and move beyond to continue

evolving.. just like a heroine addict who has OD'ed and hit rock bottom must change to

progress.

In sum regarding Randi,  RRaannddii  ccllaaiimmss  iinn  aa  110000%%  ppssyycchhiicc  uunniivveerrssee  tthhaatt  ppssyycchhiicc

aabbiilliittiieess  ddoonn''tt  eexxiisstt.. Uh.. that's ALL that exists. It's just consciousness restructuring and

affecting light and energy.. for experience, joy, and expansion purposes within simulated

real worlds.

PEACE.
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